
Zero
Conditional 



Conditional types

Zero Third 
Second First 

Our focus is on the Zero Conditional



cond.
zero

A high probability



Let’s take a look at this sentence 
and try to guess what it talks 
about: 

If/ when I oversleep, I miss the bus.



Main rule:

The previous sentence is called a conditional. This 
conditional is used when the result will always happen. 
So, if water reaches 100 degrees, it always boils. It's a 
fact. I'm talking in general, not about one particular 
situation. The result of the 'if clause' is always the 
main clause.
The 'if' in this conditional can usually be replaced by 
'when' without changing the meaning.



■ General truths
■ Habits
■ Real world
■ Scientific facts, etc

use:



structure

If clause + Main clause

If + present simple ... Present simple



Present Simple revision:

The Present Simple Tense is the tense that is used to refer to 

facts, events, actions, and conditions that are happening all 

the time, or exist now.

Rule1: Subject + verb + s + object

We use the present simple in this form when we have a 

singular subject (he, she ,it).

E.g.: Amy likes to draw.



Present Simple revision:

RULE 2:

Subject + verb + object

We use the present simple in this form when we have a plural

subject (I, you, we, they).

E.g. Toni and Raya play basketball every Friday.



examples:

1. If it rains, the ground gets wet.
2. If I cry, I cough.

3. If you mix yellow and blue, you 
get green.



now your 
turn!

Watch this video:

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=WlStOWpZlyY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlStOWpZlyY
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